GNSO Council Adobe chat transcript 31 October 2013
Marika Konings:Welcome to the GNSO Council meeting of 31 October 2013
Volker Greimann:hello Glen, hello Lars
Glen de Saint Gery:Hi Volker, welcome
Volker Greimann:is it possible to enable microphones in the adobe session or should I dial in?
Marika Konings:Hi Volker, I don't think audio via AC is enabled for this meeting so you should
probably dial in.
Glen de Saint Gery:There is no sound on this AC room
Glen de Saint Gery:Please dial in, details will be resent to list
Volker Greimann:ok, thank you, I will
Volker Greimann:I still have the mail
Jonathan Robinson:Hello to the early birds!
Joy:hi jonathan and all
Glen de Saint Gery:Please join the audio bridge everyone!
Magaly Pazello:Hello everyone!
Jonathan Robinson:Someone has a live mic on the audio. Please remeber to be on mute.
Jonathan Robinson:remember
David:Welcome Everyone
Thomas Rickert:Wlecome and sorry for being late.
wseltzer:Sorry to be late
Jonathan Robinson:Welcome Thomas, welcome Wendy
Mason Cole:Marika is cutting out
Marika Konings:Apologies for that
wseltzer:well, if it needs outside legal advice, then get it
Volker Greimann:apologies for the trumpet
Maria Farrell::-)
wseltzer:(apologies, my adobe keeps crashing)
Jonathan Robinson:Liason to SCI. Any volunteers?
wseltzer:How can we vote on the charter if the decision-making isn't resolved?
Wolf Knoben:default voting is on full consensus
wseltzer:what's stopping us from closing that item now?
Marika Konings:I've added some language in bold / brackets that aims to convey Alan's point.
Marika Konings:Alan, does that work?
Brian Winterfeldt:Thank you Marika.
Alan Greenberg:Sorry, was away from computer. Yes, that is fine. I thought that it was just the high
priority items, but if it was both high and medium, then that is what the motion should reflect.
Marika Konings:Please note that the motion / documents deadline for the GNSO Council meeting in
BA is 10 November.
Maria Farrell:ah, I see. thanks, jonathan.
wseltzer:such is the fate of plans...
Maria Farrell:thanks, marika. that's very helpful.
Alan Greenberg:Note that the IGO/INGO Comment Period ends TOMORROW and not today.
John Berard:I would prefer to get a sense of the hurdles presented by the areas where there is
divergence
Mary Wong:John, we are preparing a new chart that will group the recs by level of consensus;
hopefully that will help.
Maria Farrell:I favour the council meeting the atrt2, and maybe identifying some specific issues to
discuss beforehand
Maria Farrell:yes indeed, I will share ideas on the list
Joy:Jonathan, my apologies, I need to leave the meeting

Joy:Thanks Jonathan, Glen and all the staff for your work for the meeting.
Maria Farrell:+1
Brian Winterfeldt:Thank you Jonathan! Thank you Glen and fellow councilors!
David:Thank you Everyone
Ching Chiao (DotAsia):thanks
Mary Wong:Ching, hope you are ok!

